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About This Game

And through the Kickstarter gauntlet we have arrived. Yes, we have a procedurally-generated universe to explore. Yes, we have
eye-gogglingly gorgeous vector-based gameplay coupled with particle effects so effortlessly effervescent that you won't have

time to wonder if "effortlessly effervescent" means anything coherent. And yes, we have noises and musical moods that take a
warm soapy sponge to your brain and massage it into cerebral splendor.

BUT YOU DON'T HAVE TIME FOR THAT!!!

You're too busy crafting the perfect vessel, a spaceship pristine and precise and, perhaps, powerful, agile, and envy-inducing.
Your shapes and colors will induce both fear and wonder into the electronic hearts of whatever insectoid, angley, squarish,

plantlike race of alien ships that you come across in your digital safari.

And then you grow. And it changes everything. Now your left wing must become your right wing in a lopsided arrangement of
fancy new weaponry and mega-buffed shields. You recall thinking when you last were destroyed (and you will be destroyed),

that you really needed to buff up that armor. Right? Definitely.

And then you grow again. And again. And now you're a battleship capable of producing your own fleet, and each member of
your fleet can spawn it's own fleet, and you need it. Your enemies are constantly changing shapes, sizes, and intensities as ships
created and honed through the experience of a thousand battles find their way from their creator's computer to yours, leaping

into your universe with all the mercy in the world of NONE AT ALL.

It's time to visit the electronic tide pool.
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 Gorgeous Vector-Based Graphics

 Procedurally Generated Universes

 Ridiculously User-Friendly Spaceship Designer

 A Beautiful and Haunting Soundtrack by Peter Brown (Peaks)

 More Particle Effects Than You can Shake a Stick At

 Very Smart and Reactive AI

 Physics that Give Weight to Your Creations

 Asynchronous Multiplayer: Universes Populated by Fellow Players
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Title: Reassembly
Genre: Action, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Anisoptera Games
Publisher:
Indie Voyage
Release Date: 19 Feb, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: 2 GHz Dual Core

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: OpenGL 2.1

Storage: 150 MB available space

English,Russian,French,German,Japanese,Polish,Simplified Chinese
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The modding community is great, and so is the game. Incredibly addictive, I can play this game for hours straight without
realising just taking over enemy sectors,
Incredibly well optimised, at one point I swear there were at least 300 seeking missles flying all over the place without any lag.
You can be very creative with the tools, I always build my ships purely for utility, not for looks, yet they still come out looking
quite amazing.
Endless mods that introduce unique weapons and factions to the game for when you get bored with the vanilla ones.

One of my favourite games for sure.. Great game.. its ok i guess. It's so easy to get lost in this game.

No, I don't mean it's confusing. No I don't mean you'll be unsure of what to do next.

No no, I mean you will lose all sense of time. Your mind will ease, and the music will set the mood. You will be immersed.
You'll make something new and see if it works. You'll generate a new galaxy and do it all again.

Gameplay is an 8\/10, Music is a 9\/10
The game is really good.

Oh yeah, and if you have ever heard the music on YouTube... Just know that the encoding that YouTube does really messes up
the bass. This game has a very strong bass, and YouTube doesn't do it justice.
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Might not be what one would expect with spaceships as the ships can regen health rapidly and you wont really see slow moving
ships slugging it out. Rather you are more likely to find more agile ships densely packed with weapons and other equipment.
The map generation is great and it really seems like an ecosystem with plants providing resources and ships collecting them and
roaming around, fighting amongst each other.

Ideally wait for a sale but is an amazing game, well worth the cost.. Man did i try so hard trying to like this game. Its just so
restrictive in gameplay in an attempt to make each faction feel different than the others that it takes all the fun and
customization out of the game. It works though, the factions play and feel very different from one another but the end result is
too narrow and unbalanced to enjoy. Even the weapon choices are narrowed down to 3 or so per faction. Unless i am missing
something here i just cant recommend this game.
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